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THE VISION FOR
A NEW HOUSE
Everything Campus House does stems from and feeds into our
mission of reaching, equipping, and mobilizing college students with
the whole Gospel in their whole life for the whole world. From
our vantage point in the literal center of campus, we pray to be an
“outpost of the Kingdom,” reflecting the light of Jesus and engaging
Purdue’s campus with His truth and grace. This is our calling, our
prayer, and our motivation. This sets the trajectory for our vision
of ministry.
The last few years, we’ve been exploring the feasibility of a
new home for Campus House: a place that would bless future
generations of Boilermakers, as well as the Purdue community and
the city. Through months of prayer, discussion, and exploration, we
felt that God kept bringing us back to this: building a new facility–on
the same footprint–is our best option to effectively minister to
students for years to come.

MAKING ROOM: A SEAT FOR EVERY STUDENT

We are out of space and consistently set up “overflow seating”
for Sunday morning services. Even if 25% of our regular attendees
brought a friend, we would have no place for them. A new space
would allow more students to participate in our worship gatherings.

MAKING DISCIPLES: A BASE FOR EQUIPPING

The culture around us is rapidly changing, and Campus House has
become an equipping base for students to know Jesus and live out
the Gospel in every square inch of their lives. A new building would
provide additional meeting spaces for pastoral counseling and serve
as a hub of prayer and ministry as we make disciple makers.

MAKING CULTURE: A MISSIONAL OUTPOST

Being in the center of campus gives us a unique vantage point to
help students navigate the cultural landscape with the Gospel.A new
home would give us more permanence on an ever-changing campus
as we mobilize graduates in their chosen fields to live and work
from a Kingdom perspective. Additionally, we would add a second
Greyhouse location in the new building to extend the culture of
warmth and hospitality and expand our outreach to international
students.

STREET LEVEL FLOOR PLAN

LOBBY: More tables, chairs, and floor
space to encourage community and
connection.

GREYHOUSE: A second location with
a quick-serve menu to provide common
ground and extend hospitality to the
campus.

SECOND LEVEL FLOOR PLAN
BIG ROOM: 60% increase in seating
capacity to help retain visiting students
and broaden our reach, making space for
everyone to hear the Gospel without
overflow rooms and TV screens.

EVENT SPACE: Open floor space to
host international outreach events and
other gatherings. A portable baptistry on
this floor will allow for year-round baptisms.

THIRD LEVEL FLOOR PLAN
ADA ACCESSIBILITY: The whole building
will be ADA-accessible, allowing guests who
need accommodations to worship alongside
fellow believers.

STAFF OFFICES: 33% increase in staff
work space and pastoral counseling space.
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CONSTRUCTION COSTS
$6,975,000

Construction costs estimates were provided by our builder in September 2019. These costs include architectural
planning and design, project sitework, construction, and interior finishes. Due to the faithful generosity of our
supporters and strong stewardship of financial resources, Campus House plans to self-fund initial project
design, campaign expenses, a project contingency fund, and transition and moving costs.

YOUR ROLE IN A
NEW HOUSE
The Lord has blown us away with His provision: we have
raised $5.3 million and only have $1.6 million remaining! The
Campus House family has come together to reach this exciting
point in the campaign. We need your help to finish strong,
as we are only a few months away from groundbreaking!
Your story is a critical part of Campus House, and the Lord
has used it to help shape the ministry into what it is today.
This is why we invite you and need you to be part of this
significant chapter. We want to give future generations of
Boilermakers the same kinds of opportunities to encounter
Christ, and we’re confident the Lord will build students a new
House through the generosity and prayers of His people.

Will you give to make room for more students to
encounter Jesus and His Church at Purdue?

SUPPORT THE PROJECT
GIVE

Make a one-time gift or one- to three-year commitment
by returning the pledge form or giving online at
reframingthehouse.com.

CONNECT

Have a conversation with a staff or board member to
talk about your role in this project, and please share the
Campus House story with friends or family who might
have a heart for what God is doing on this campus.

PRAY

Pray for Campus House students, staff, and leadership in
the final stretch of the campaign.

FIND ALL THE DETAILS AT
WWW.REFRAMINGTHEHOUSE.COM

facebook.com/campushouse
@campushouse
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